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Technical Rider
"Other World"
This Technical rider are part of the contract.
Adjustments can be made whenever possible.

Contact:

Alfredo Zinola

org@alfredozinola.com

+49 (0) 15202755844

OTHER WORLD is a dance performance specially designed for a classroom. In order to give the children a
new perception of a space they are very familiar with. We work with a specific light installation that we will
bring with us and a soundtrack composed for the piece. The light system and the music system are provided
by us and do not need any extra electric power.

SCHEDULE

Set-up and rehearsal: 4 -8 Hours
Length of the performance: 50 Minutes
Set down: 1,5 Hour
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CLASSROOM

The classroom windows will be completely darkened.
We bring the necessary material with us: strips of fabric in different sizes and the necessary tape.
Depending on the type and equipment of the room, we may remove some furniture from the classroom for
the duration of our stay.
A small storage space for cases and boxes is required.

LIGHT

We bring a complete lighting system based on the LED lights of the Philips HUE series. The light cue will be
controlled from an iPad and an App with a remote control, that we will bring with us.
For the installation in the classroom we need the following material:
5x 10m Schuko
5x 5m Schuko
5x 2m Schuko
6x Triple Plug

SOUND

We bring our own sound system (HK Audio Lucas Nano).
An adapter cable is required:
Stereo mini jack on chinch.

STAFF REQUIRED

A patient technician who sensitively helps us darken the windows is needed.
The motto is: Carefully and calmly glue the blackout fabric once, replaces the repeated hanging up of fallen
curtains!

We also need some assistance with installing light and sound. As well for the set down.
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